National Youth Sunday 2020

Through my fear, I trust in God (Psalm 56:1-4)

Call to Giving by Eric Finet

In the most dire times, when nobody is around, when your enemies are attacking, when you are in the darkest of places, to whom do you turn your attention? Who will you ask for help?

It feels unfair to be at such a point in life. What led you here? Was it because of your own decisions or because of chance? Whatever the circumstances, you are here at this point of pivotal moment - with nowhere to go but forwards. With such difficult decisions, a choice has to be made: stand your ground and put your faith in God, or submit to the enemy and perish.

Remember this: you are here this day because of what God has done. All of the actions in your life leading up to this point have been influenced by God. Thus, we show our appreciation and thanksgiving to our Creator on this day.